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Abstract We propose that chirally asymmetric plasma can
be produced in the gap regions of the magnetospheres of
pulsars and black holes. We show that, in the case of super-
massive black holes situated in active galactic nuclei, the
chiral charge density and the chiral chemical potential are
very small and unlikely to have any observable effects. In
contrast, the chiral asymmetry produced in the magneto-
spheres of magnetars can be substantial. It can trigger the
chiral plasma instability that, in turn, can lead to observ-
able phenomena in magnetars. In particular, the instability
should trigger circularly polarized electromagnetic radiation
in a wide window of frequencies, spanning from radio to
near-infrared. As such, the produced chiral charge has the
potential to affect some features of fast radio bursts.

1 Introduction

Over the last decade, investigations of the chiral anoma-
lous phenomena in relativistic plasmas attracted much atten-
tion. The main applications were focused on the anomalous
effects in the quark-gluon plasma produced in heavy-ion col-
lisions [1–11], hot plasma in the early Universe [12–19], and
quasirelativistic electron plasma in Dirac/Weyl semimetals
[20,21]. Since relativistic plasmas and strong electromag-
netic fields are widespread in astrophysics, it is also sensible
to explore the role of anomalous effects there. Guided by this
general idea, several anomalous phenomena were proposed
in the context of supernova physics [22–28]. In this study, we
extend the idea further by addressing possible implications
of the chiral anomaly in magnetospheres of black holes and
pulsars.
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Both compact stars and black holes are surrounded by
magnetospheres made of relativistic plasma that host pow-
erful relativistic jets composed of ionized matter accelerated
to nearly the speed of light, e.g., the observed Lorentz fac-
tors in jets of active galactic nuclei can exceed γ ∼ 100
[29]. While operating on vastly different spatial and temporal
scales, magnetospheres of both systems have fascinating and
often surprisingly similar properties [30]. Therefore, our con-
siderations below may be applied to both types of systems.

Of the two, however, only the magnetospheres of mag-
netars are more likely to host superstrong electromagnetic
fields that can trigger chiral anomalous effects in earnest.
Indeed, the magnetic fields near accreting black holes are
estimated to be at most about 104 G [30], i.e., they are much
weaker compared to the critical magnetic field Bc ≡ m2

e/e ≈
4.4 × 1013 G. Accordingly, as we will show, the possibility
of chiral charge production in the active galactic nuclei is
completely negligible. On the other hand, the values of mag-
netic fields near magnetars can reach up to about 1015 G or
even slightly higher [31–33]. Therefore, the chiral anoma-
lous processes in their magnetospheres can indeed play a
profound role. Estimating the chiral charge production rate
and exploring its implications for magnetar physics will be
the main focus of the current study.

The properties of magnetospheres and the origin of jets
produced by compact stars is an active research area [34–36].
However, here we do not address the details of the magneto-
sphere formation or the jet dynamics. Instead, we focus on
the role of the chiral anomaly in the so-called gap regions of
the magnetosphere. For our purposes, it is sufficient to know
that the magnetosphere is strongly magnetized, whereas its
exact particle composition is unimportant. It is also critical
that the gap (vacuum) regions should form intermittently at
various places in the magnetosphere [37–40]. After appear-
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ing, the gaps are refilled with a relativistic electron-positron
plasma that is induced by a background flux of energetic pho-
tons traversing the magnetized vacuum. (Since the analogous
production of proton-antiproton pairs is strongly suppressed,
the proton fraction in the same regions should be negligible.)
As we will argue, the quantum anomaly can produce a sub-
stantial chiral charge density in the corresponding relativis-
tic electron-positron plasma. The chiral charge, in turn, can
modify the properties of plasma and affect the observable
signatures of magnetars. Note that a different possibility was
proposed recently in Ref. [41], where the chiral anomaly was
argued to lead to the production of QCD axions that may also
produce observable effects.

As we will argue, the chiral charge production in the pul-
sar magnetospheres may explain some characteristics of the
observed fast radio bursts. While numerous models were pro-
posed in the literature, the underlying mechanism of the fast
radio bursts remains puzzling. The corresponding transient
radio pulses of millisecond duration release a huge amount
of energy, often as much energy as the Sun over several days.
Because of the large magnetic energy density in their mag-
netospheres, magnetars were identified as possible sources
of the fast radio bursts [42–45]. Indeed, the corresponding
radio and X-ray bursts can be naturally powered by flux-tube
reconnection events in a strongly magnetized plasma of pul-
sars [46]. The indirect evidence is provided by the detection
of the first radio burst in the Milky Way from magnetar SGR
1935+2154 by CHIME/FRB [47] and STARE2 [48], in tem-
poral coincidence with high energy bursts observed by INTE-
GRAL [49], AGILE [50], Konus-Wind [51], and Insight-
HXMT [52]. The plasma parameters required to produce fast
radio bursts are extreme, even when compared with brightest
pulses from rotationally-powered pulsars [53]. Recently, it
was proposed [54] that pulsar radio emission could be gen-
erated in non-stationary pair plasma discharges which are
responsible for filling the pulsar magnetosphere with plasma.

The paper is organized as follows. We will start with a
general introduction to the physics of the magnetosphere in
the next section. The role of the chiral anomaly in a relativis-
tic electron-positron plasma will be reviewed in Sect. 3. The
estimates for the induced chiral charge and the role of chi-
ral anomalous effects in magnetospheres of black holes and
compact stars will be discussed in Sect. 4. Physics implica-
tions of anomalous physics in magnetospheres and possible
observable signatures are outlined in Sect. 5. Finally, the sum-
mary of main results and conclusions are given in Sect. 6.

Throughout the paper we use units with c = 1 and h̄ = 1.

2 Fields and relativistic plasma in magnetospheres

Black holes, compact stars, and their mergers are widely rec-
ognized as the ultimate natural laboratories of matter under

extreme conditions. They contain superdense baryonic mat-
ter, can spin incredibly fast, and support some of the strongest
magnetic fields in the present Universe.

The theoretical possibility of the existence of neutron
stars dates back to the 1930s [55,56], but the observational
evidence came only with the discovery of radio pulsars by
Antony Hewish, Jocelyn Bell, and collaborators [57]. More
than half a century later, the radio pulsars remain at the
forefront of research, and many details of their physics are
shrouded in mystery. Despite much progress, the detailed
understanding of the structure of pulsar magnetospheres and
the underlying nature of fast radio bursts remain enigmatic
[58]. (For an instructive introduction and overview, see also
Ref. [30].)

While acting on very different time and length scales,
active galactic nuclei, which are powered by supermassive
black holes, share some similarities with pulsars. They are
also surrounded by magnetospheres and often have powerful
polar jets extending over astronomical distances. The under-
lying mechanism of their activity is an active research area
as well. As we will show below, however, the production
of anomalous chiral charge is negligible in the black hole
magnetospheres.

The consensus about the main features of the pulsar mag-
netospheres can be described as follows. The magnetic field
of magnetosphere is that of an oblique rotator with a strongly
magnetized charged plasma, see Fig. 1 for a schematic illus-
tration. The plasma is most likely populated with electrons
and positrons. Within the light cylinder (r < RLC ≡ c/�,
where � is the angular velocity), the plasma can be viewed
approximately as rigidly co-rotating together with the star.
Of course, the same assumption cannot be extended to the
region outside the light cylinder (r > RLC ).

The fact that the pulsar’s magnetosphere is filled with a
charged plasma rather than an empty vacuum is intimately
connected with the presence of a strong magnetic field. It
can be understood as follows. The unscreened electric field
in a naive vacuum model would cause the emission of elec-
trons and protons from the stellar surface. Because of the
magnetic field, however, the charges will move along curved
trajectories and radiate energetic photons. The latter, in turn,
cause the secondary production of electron-positron pairs
that accelerate and produce more photons. In the end, the
magnetosphere fills out with a sufficient density of charged
particles to screen out the electric field. The result is described
approximately by the frozen-in magnetic field condition and
the vanishing electric field in the co-rotating frame. The
latter implies that E = −(� × r) × B, which is consis-
tent with the vanishing parallel component of the electric
field, E‖ = 0. In this case, the charge density of the co-
rotating plasma is given by the Goldreich–Julian relation
[59]: ρGJ � −2(� · B)/

[
1 − (r/RLC )2 sin2 θ

]
, where θ

is the angle measured from the rotation axis.
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Fig. 1 A schematic illustration of the pulsar magnetosphere

It is crucial, however, that all models of the rotating pulsar
magnetospheres with the global force-free field configura-
tions (E‖ = 0) are inconsistent with the Faraday law. (For a
concise review, see Ref. [58].) This can be seen from a charge
or current starvation in certain regions of the model magne-
tospheres [37–40]. Therefore, the transient gap regions with
E‖ �= 0 must develop in realistic magnetospheres.

2.1 Gap regions

The need for gaps in the conducting pulsar magnetosphere
can be understood from a very general consideration. Over a
sufficiently long time, the rotation of a pulsar will necessarily
wind up the magnetic field flux tubes and build up stress in
the field configuration. Eventually, the magnetic field lines
should reconnect and some of the magnetic energy density
should be released. Topologically, the reconnection of the
magnetic field lines is characterized by the linking number.
The latter cannot change unless a nonzero E ·B occurs some-
where.

Generically, the gaps in magnetospheres are intermittent
as they will close after a sufficient density of the electron-
positron pairs is produced. The gaps can appear near the polar
regions of the stellar surface (the polar cap gap), near the light
cylinder (the outer gap), or near the boundary between the
open and closed magnetic field lines (the slot gap), see Fig. 1.
We will concentrate primarily on the possible gaps near the
polar regions where the magnetic field is the strongest. The
corresponding gaps develop primarily because of the rapid

outflow of charge from the magnetosphere along the open
field lines [38]. The gap size h grows at a speed close to
the speed of light. Along with it, the electric potential differ-
ence across the gap grows like h2 and, eventually, causes an
avalanche of electron-positron pairs.

As we will discuss in Sect. 3, the presence of parallel
electric and magnetic fields can have profound implications
for the dynamics of relativistic plasma in the pulsar mag-
netosphere. Because of the quantum chiral anomaly, they
produce a transient out-of-equilibrium state with a nonzero
chiral charge that, in turn, causes the chiral plasma instabil-
ity and leads to the inverse cascade of magnetic helicity (see
Sect. 5). To quantify the corresponding processes, one needs
to know the typical strengths of the electric fields inside the
gap regions. Unlike the magnetic fields, which are relatively
well known, the electric field inside the intermittent gaps is
harder to estimate [38–40].

2.2 Estimate of E||

According to Ref. [38], the parallel electric field in a gap is
estimated to be E‖ � Bh/RLC . The size of a polar gap is
given by [38]

h � 3.6 m

(
R

10 km

)2/7 (
�

1 s−1

)−3/7 (
B

1014 G

)−4/7

, (1)

which is much smaller than the stellar radius [37,38]. In
the case of magnetars with superstrong magnetic fields,
B � Bc ≡ m2

e/e ≈ 4.4 × 1013 G, the above estimate should
be corrected to account for the increase of the surface matter
binding due to the magnetic field [60]. As a result, the esti-
mate for h may increase by a factor of 2–3 for the magnetars
with magnetic fields that are 10–100 times stronger than Bc.
The corresponding value of E‖, which scales linearly with h,
will also increase by the same factor. In this study, however,
we will use the conservative estimate in Eq. (1).

By making use of Eq. (1), the magnitude of the parallel
electric field in the gap is estimated as follows:

E‖ ≈ 2.7 × 10−8Ec

(
R

10 km

)2/7 (
�

1 s−1

)4/7

×
(

B

1014 G

)3/7

, (2)

where, by definition, the critical electric field is Ec ≡
m2

e/e ≈ 1.3 × 1018 V/m. One should note, however, that
some models predict even larger values of the parallel elec-
tric field. According to Ref. [61], for example, they could be
as large as

E‖ � BR/RLC � 7.6 × 10−5Ec

(
�

1 s−1

) (
B

1014 G

)
, (3)
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i.e., enhanced by a factor of R/h, which is about 103 to 104.
In the most extreme case of young, short period magnetars,
it was speculated that the electric field E|| could approach
up to 5% of the critical field Ec before the gap closes by
the copious production of the electron-positron pairs via the
Schwinger process [62]. If such a scenario is realized, the
value for E‖ will be up to 6 orders of magnitude larger than
the estimate in Eq. (2).

3 Chiral anomaly

Before proceeding to the study of chiral dynamics in com-
pact stars and black holes, let us discuss the general features
of the chiral anomaly and its role in relativistic plasmas. His-
torically, the chiral anomaly showed up in particle physics in
the theoretical description of the neutral pion decay rate. The
anomaly also provides a key ingredient for the generation of
an abnormally large mass of the η′ meson.

Formally, the chiral anomaly implies that the classical chi-
ral symmetry of a massless gauge theory is not the symme-
try of the quantum action [63,64]. Mathematically, this is
described by the non-conservation of the chiral charge in the
presence of parallel electric and magnetic fields:

∂n5

∂t
+ ∇ · j5 = e2

2π2 E · B, (4)

where n5 is the chiral charge and j5 is the corresponding
current density. (For our purposes, it is sufficient to consider
an Abelian gauge theory, but the anomaly relation can be
extended to a non-Abelian theory as well.)

Over the last decade or so, it came to light that, in addi-
tion to the well-known microscopic consequences in particle
physics, the chiral anomaly can also lead to macroscopic phe-
nomena in relativistic matter. (For reviews, see Refs. [6,8–
11].)

Before discussing any physics implications of the anoma-
lous continuity relation (4) in relativistic plasmas, it is
instructive to recall that none of the known Dirac particles
are truly massless. Thus, it is natural to ask what the role of
a nonzero mass is. It is reasonable to expect that the mass
should not play a big role in a relativistic plasma at a suf-
ficiently high temperature (T 	 me) or density (μ 	 me,
where μ is the chemical potential). Nevertheless, even a very
small mass may trigger chirality flipping processes. In some
cases, the corresponding rates may be significant.

To understand better the role of chirality flipping, con-
sider a uniform plasma in background electric and magnetic
fields. Then the modified version of the anomalous continuity
relation (4) takes the form

∂n5

∂t
= e2

2π2 E · B − 	mn5, (5)

where 	m is the chiral flip rate due to a nonzero electron mass
me. The assumption of a relativistic regime in the plasma is
self-consistent when the temperature (or the chemical poten-
tial) is sufficiently large, i.e., T 	 me (or, μ 	 me, respec-
tively).

The anomalous chiral production rate, which is propor-
tional to E · B, is temperature independent. The chiral flip
rate 	m , on the other hand, is temperature dependent [65,66],
i.e.,

	m � α2 m
2
e

T
, (6)

where α = e2/(4π) is the fine structure constant. Note that
the flip rate is quadratic in α and, thus, relatively small. This
estimate is justified when the plasma temperature is not too
high, i.e., T � me/

√
α ∼ 10 MeV. In the ultrarelativis-

tic regime (i.e., T 	 me/
√

α), on the other hand, the rate
becomes linear in α [65,66]. (In the case of cold relativis-
tic matter, the flip rate 	m is given by a similar expression,
but the temperature T should be replaced by the chemical
potential μ.)

Since the flip rate 	m is small in the relativistic regime,
the chiral charge of a quantum particle is a good approximate
quantum number despite the nonzero electron mass. Further-
more, in a plasma made of such particles, the local chiral
charge is also approximately conserved (up to the anoma-
lous production). Like the local electric charge, therefore, it
will also evolve slowly in a macroscopic system. This is the
default regime of chiral matter. If the background electric
and magnetic fields are uniform and evolving slowly, one
finds from Eq. (5) that the chiral charge density will tend to
approach the following stationary value:

n5 = e2

2π2	m
E · B. (7)

In a state with this chiral charge density, the anomalous pro-
duction of chirality by the background fields matches the
loss of chirality via the chirality flipping processes. Impor-
tantly, the characteristic time scale t� for reaching the quasi-
stationary regime is very short compared to the dynamics of
the macroscopic gap itself. Indeed, as is clear from Eq. (5),
it is determined by the inverse flip rate, t� � 	−1

m , which is
about 10−17 s when T � 1 MeV. In comparison, the evolu-
tion time scale of the gap regions is much longer as it is set
by their size, th � h. According to the estimate in Eq. (1), it
is about 10−8 s when the magnetic field is B � 1014 G.

By recalling the standard interpretation of the anoma-
lous chiral charge production in the background fields as
a spectral flow, one may ask how such a process is pos-
sible at all when the electron mass is nonzero. Naively,
there should be no room for a continuous spectral flow that
turns the negative energy states (antiparticles) into positive
energy states (particles) when me �= 0. However, the direct
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calculations in Ref. [67] show that the chiral charge pro-
duction is nonzero although exponentially suppressed, i.e.,
∂n5/∂t ∝ (E · B) exp(−πm2

e/|eE |), provided the electric
field is not too strong (|eE | � m2

e). This shows that the
anomalous spectral flow is effectively open in the same way
as the Schwinger production of electron-positron pairs.

The situation changes dramatically inside a hot relativistic
plasma or in the presence of a flux of energetic photons. When
the energy scale is comparable or exceeds the mass gap, the
electron-positron pairs are produced constantly by photons or
thermal excitations, and the chirality production is no longer
suppressed exponentially. In this case, it is justifiable to use
Eq. (5) together with the flip rate in Eq. (6).

Before concluding this section, it is interesting to note
that the anomalous production of chiral charge by back-
ground electric and magnetic fields is not the only possi-
ble production mechanism. Because of the chiral nature of
the electroweak theory, one may argue that a nonzero chi-
ral charge density can be generated in a relativistic matter
by electroweak processes. As speculated in Refs. [22–24],
for example, a chiral imbalance could be produced in the
core-collapse supernovae via the capture of left-handed elec-
trons. However, a careful analysis shows that the resulting
chiral charge density is minuscule [68] (see, however, Refs.
[25,26]). It is due to the smallness of the electroweak rate
compared to the flip rate given by 	m � α2m2

e/μe in proto-
neutron stars, where μe is the corresponding electron chem-
ical potential. For the same reason, the weak processes will
not play an important role in the magnetospheres of black
holes and pulsars.

4 Chirality production in magnetosphere

Both supermassive black holes and pulsars can have strong
polar jets powered by the magnetic energy of plasma in their
magnetospheres. The energy release mechanism is likely to
be connected with the intermittent gap regions, where mag-
netic flux tubes reconnect. As we discussed in Sect. 2.1, the
value of E · B is nonzero in the gaps. Therefore, it is rea-
sonable to suggest that, together with the rapid production
of electron-positron plasma in the gaps, a substantial amount
of chiral charge can be produced as well. Below we study
the corresponding production rate and estimate the resulting
values of the chiral chemical potential for both object types.

4.1 Black holes

Because of the no-hair theorem, black holes do not pos-
sess a magnetic field themselves. However, nonzero mag-
netic fields outside black holes can arise due to the accretion
disks. Therefore, it is natural to expect that stellar-mass black
holes should have much weaker magnetic fields than those in

pulsars. However, if an exceptionally strong magnetic field is
produced by a merger of a black hole and a strongly magne-
tized neutron star [69], the estimate of the chiral charge pro-
duction in their magnetosphere during the transition period
can be obtained from the same analysis as in Sect. 4.2. In this
subsection, we consider only supermassive black holes in the
active galactic nuclei whose accretion disks are of an astro-
nomical size and could generate relativistic jets with very
large Lorentz factors naively suggesting that a sufficiently
large chiral charge can appear there.

To estimate the chirality production in a gap region of
the magnetosphere near a supermassive black hole, we note
that the corresponding magnetic fields are of the order of
B � 102 G [70,71]. As a specific example, one can use
the parameters of the black hole at the center of the ellip-
tic galaxy M87 in the constellation Virgo. Its shadow was
observed recently by the Event Horizon Telescope [72]. The
mass of the black hole is measured to be 6.5×109 M and its
Schwarzschild radius is Rs = 120 au. We will use the latter
to set the characteristic time scale for the plasma processes,
t0 ∼ Rs � 1.8 × 1013 m.

It is instructive to estimate first the chiral charge density
due to the chiral anomaly in the absence of chirality flipping.
We find

nnaive
5 � e2

2π2 E · Bt � 1.6 × 10−3 MeV3
(
t

t0

)

×
(

B

102 G

)2

, (8)

where we used a naive optimistic estimate E � 10−3B [73,
74]. The above equation suggests that n5 and, therefore, μ5

can be very large.
The inclusion of the chiral flip changes the situation dra-

matically however. Indeed, by making use of Eqs. (6) and
(7), one finds that the chiral charge density is bound from
above by

n5 � e2

2π2	m
E · B

� 1.3 × 10−24 MeV3
(

T

1 MeV

) (
B

102 G

)2

, (9)

where we again assumed that E � 10−3B. It should be
noted that the (co-moving) plasma temperature in the mag-
netospheres of black holes might be considerably smaller
than 1 MeV. Then, the estimate for n5 will be even smaller.
Additionally, the assumption of the relativistic regime may
not be fully justified.

By using the definition for the chiral charge density in
terms of the chemical potential μ5, i.e.,

n5 = μ5
(
π2T 2 + 3μ2

5

)

3π2 (10)
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and taking into account that μ5 � T , we obtain the following
value of the chiral chemical potential:

μ5 � 3n5

T 2 � 3.8 × 10−24 MeV

(
T

1 MeV

)−1

×
(

B

102 G

)2

. (11)

By any standard, this is negligible. Since magnetic fields in
pulsars and especially in magnetars are much stronger than
in black holes, there is a hope that the chiral asymmetry
in their magnetospheres is much larger. We investigate this
possibility in the next subsection.

4.2 Magnetars

From the viewpoint of chirality production, the gap regions of
pulsar magnetospheres are much more promising. First of all,
their much stronger magnetic fields can drastically increase
the anomalous production of chiral charge. Additionally, the
presence of a superstrong magnetic field helps to sustain a
truly relativistic regime in the plasma [75].

By making use of the estimates for the parallel electric
field (2) and the chiral flip rate (6), we derive the following
estimate for the chiral charge density:

n5 � e2E‖B
2π2	m

� 1.5 × 10−5 MeV3
(

T

1 MeV

)

×
(

R

10 km

)2/7 (
�

1 s−1

)4/7 (
B

1014 G

)10/7

. (12)

The corresponding value of the chiral chemical potential is
given by

μ5 � 3n5

T 2 � 4.6 × 10−5 MeV

(
T

1 MeV

)−1

×
(

R

10 km

)2/7 (
�

1 s−1

)4/7 (
B

1014 G

)10/7

. (13)

By comparing it with the estimate for black holes in Eqs. (9)
and (11), we see that a much larger chiral asymmetry is pro-
duced in the gap regions of magnetars. Mostly, this is the
result of a strong magnetic field. For the production of chi-
rality, it is also helpful that the electric field in the gaps grows
with the magnetic field, see Eq. (2).

We summarize the model parameters and the estimated
values of chiral characteristics induced in the gap regions
of pulsar magnetospheres in Table 1. The four columns of
estimates correspond to four different values of the surface
magnetic fields. As expected, the amount of chiral asymmetry
grows with the field strength. As we see, the chiral chemical
potential can reach values up to about μ5 � 10−3 MeV when
B � 1015 G. As we will discuss in Sect. 5, it might be suffi-
ciently large to have observable implications in magnetars.

We should emphasize that all estimates above were
obtained by utilizing the field-independent chiral flip rate
in Eq. (6). It is likely, however, that the corresponding rate is
modified in the presence of fields comparable to or stronger
than the Schwinger critical value Bc. In such a regime, the
electron and positron states are described by the Landau lev-
els rather than plane waves. Moreover, by recalling that the
lowest Landau level is spin-polarized, one may speculate that
the chiral flip rate 	m can be strongly suppressed compared
to the naive estimate in Eq. (6). Without doing the actual
calculation, this is indeed reasonable since the electron kine-
matics in the lowest Landau level is dimensionally reduced
and, thus, highly constrained. If a strong magnetic field does
suppress 	m , the chiral chemical potential in the magnetar
magnetospheres can be greater than the estimate in Eq. (13).

5 Physics implications of chiral charge

Let us now discuss possible physics consequences of the chi-
ral charge produced in the gaps of pulsar magnetospheres.
Similar to the gap regions themselves, the associated chi-
ral phenomena are intermittent and transient. Below we will
consider a single gap region with a nonzero chiral chemical
potential μ5, induced by the chiral anomaly.

A hot relativistic plasma with a nonzero chiral charge den-
sity develops the chiral plasma instability, which in turn leads
to the inverse cascade of magnetic helicity [7,12,13,15,18,
19,26,76]. The underlying mechanism of the instability is
the spontaneous generation of helical electromagnetic modes
with long wavelengths.

To see how the instability develops, let us note that the
electric current in a conducting chiral plasma is given by

j = 2α

π
μ5B + σE, (14)

where the first term represents a non-dissipative contribution
due to the chiral magnetic effect (for a review, see Ref. [6]).
This current is saturated by the states in the lowest Landau
level and, as a result, it is topologically protected. The second
term in Eq. (14) is the usual (dissipative) Ohm’s current. The
conductivity of the plasma is denoted by σ . For the relativistic
electron-positron plasma, it is given by σ � 6T/e2 at the
leading order in coupling [77].

By substituting Eq. (14) into the Ampere law1

∇ × B = j + ∂E
∂t

, (15)

1 In a more refined approximation, one needs to account for the medium
effects in the Maxwell equations by using a field-modified polarization
tensor. While the technical consideration would get considerably more
complicated, the general qualitative results should not change dramati-
cally.
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Table 1 Estimated values of the model parameters and the chiral characteristics in the gap regions of the pulsar magnetospheres

B 1012 G 1013 G 1014 G 1015 G

h 50 m 13.4 m 3.6 m 0.97 m
E‖
Ec

3.8 × 10−9 1.0 × 10−8 2.7 × 10−8 7.3 × 10−8

E·B
Ec Bc

8.6 × 10−11 2.3 × 10−9 6.2 × 10−8 1.7 × 10−6

n5
m3
e

1.6 × 10−7 4.3 × 10−6 1.1 × 10−4 3.1 × 10−3

μ5
me

1.2 × 10−7 3.4 × 10−6 9.0 × 10−5 2.4 × 10−3

k�

me
5.8 × 10−10 1.6 × 10−8 4.2 × 10−7 1.1 × 10−5

and solving for the electric field, one arrives at the following
results:

E = 1

σ

(
∇ × B − k�B − ∂E

∂t

)
, (16)

where we introduced the shorthand notation k� ≡ 2αμ5/π .
As we will see below, the value of k� determines the charac-
teristic scale for wave vectors of the chiral plasma instability.

Note that, in this section,E andB include both background
and dynamical fields. By applying the curl operator on both
sides of Eq. (16) and using the Faraday law,

∇ × E = −∂B
∂t

, (17)

we obtain the final master equation for the evolution of mag-
netic field in a chirally imbalanced plasma

∂B
∂t

= − 1

σ

(
∇ × (∇ × B) − k�∇ × B + ∂2B

∂t2

)
. (18)

It is instructive to mention that the background magnetic field
drops out from this equation and, therefore, has no direct
effect on the development of the chiral plasma instability.
Indirectly, of course, the value of k� is determined by the
initial background fields via E ·B when the gap was open. To
a good approximation, the transient background electric field
E‖ is largely gone by the time when the instability develops.
Thus, we set it to zero below.

To reveal the instability and identify the corresponding
electromagnetic modes, it is convenient to decompose the
field into helical eigenstates, i.e.,B = ∑

αλ,kBλ,k . The latter
are defined as the eigenstates of the curl operator, i.e.,

∇ × Bλ,k = λkBλ,k, (19)

where λ = ±1 represents the helicities of the modes. A
simple example of a helical mode is given by the following
circularly polarized plane wave:

Bλ,k = B0
(
x̂ + iλ ŷ

)
e−iωt+ikz . (20)

The conclusions do not depend on the specific choice of heli-
cal eigenstates, however. One can also use, for instance, the
Chandrasekhar–Kendall states [78].

Since the master equation (18) is linear, it can be analyzed
mode by mode. Then, the field evolution of a single mode
with helicity λ reads

dBλ,k

dt
= 1

σ

(
λk�k − k2 − ∂2

∂t2

)
Bλ,k . (21)

Strictly speaking, such a treatment is an approximation where
the backreaction of the dynamical fields on the chiral asym-
metry is neglected. In a more systematic approach, of course,
the production and growth of helical modes will be gradually
depleting the chiral charge and reducing μ5 [13,18,19,26].
The corresponding evolution equation for μ5 in a given gap
of volume V follows from Eq. (5) after including the dynam-
ical electromagnetic fields, i.e.,

dμ5

dt
� − 3α

πT 2

∑

λ=±1

λ

V

∫
d3k

(2π)3k

∂|Bλ,k |2
∂t

− 	mμ5, (22)

where we used the relation between the chiral charge and the
chiral chemical potential in Eq. (11).

By assuming that Bλ,k ∝ B0e−iωt in Eq. (21), we arrive
at the following solutions for the frequency:

ω1,2 = − i

2

(
σ ±

√
σ 2 + 4k(λk� − k)

)

�
{

−i
(
σ + k(λk�−k)

σ

)
,

i k(λk�−k)
σ

,
(23)

where the last approximation corresponds to the limit of high
conductivity. [While the approximation of high conductivity
is not necessary, it helps to identify the unstable mode more
easily.]

As we see from Eq. (23), one of the modes is Bk,1 ∝
B0e−σ t , which is damped by high conductivity. This is the
usual charge diffusion mode in the plasma. The other mode,
i.e., Bk,2 ∝ B0etk(λk�−k)/σ , is very different. For one of the
helicities, determined by λ = sign(μ5), the amplitude of the
second mode grows exponentially, provided its wave vector
is smaller than |k�|. Of course, this is an indication of insta-
bility in the plasma. As the amplitude of the helical mode
grows, it gains energy. This energy comes from the chiral
electron plasma. Recall that the plasma with a nonzero μ5 is
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out of equilibrium. Its free energy density is greater than the
equilibrium value by �ε � μ2

5T
2. The corresponding energy

surplus was pumped into the plasma by the transient electric
field in the gap. After the gap closes, the extra energy feeds
the instability. The resulting maximum field strength of heli-
cal fields |Bλ,k | � μ5T is small compared to the background
magnetic field.

In view of Eq. (22), the value of μ5 decreases that, in
turn, attenuates the chiral plasma instability [13,18,19,26].
Indeed, when the limit μ5 → 0 is approached, the second
mode turns into a diffusive mode with Bk,2 ∝ B0e−tk2/σ for
small wave vectors (k � σ/2). As we see, the rate of its
decay is proportional to k2 and inversely proportional to the
conductivity.

From the dispersion relation of the unstable mode in
Eq. (23), it is easy to determine that the fastest growing mode
has the wave vector

k∗ = |k�|
2

= α

π
|μ5| � 1.1 × 10−7 MeV

(
T

1 MeV

)−1

×
(

R

10 km

)2/7 (
�

1 s−1

)4/7 (
B

1014 G

)10/7

. (24)

A more careful analysis of chiral dynamics in a similar type of
primordial plasma with nonzero μ5 [79–81] suggests that the
initial chiral plasma instability may trigger the chiral mag-
netically driven turbulence and lead to a large-scale dynamo
instability. In the end, the saturation of magnetic helicity and
the growth of magnetic modes are controlled by the total chi-
ral charge. In the case of the pulsar magnetosphere, however,
the dynamics could be quenched sooner if the relevant corre-
lation length reaches the size of the gap region. In either case,
it is expected that the unstable plasma in the gap region will
undergo the inverse magnetic cascade and radiate the energy
in the form of helical modes in a wide range of frequencies,
i.e., 0 � ω � k�. By making use of the estimate in Eq. (24),
we see that the corresponding window of frequencies spans
all radio waves and may reach into the near-infrared range.

It is instructive to mention that the onset of the chiral
plasma instability is a relatively slow process. Indeed, the
corresponding characteristic time scale tinst is determined
by the inverse imaginary frequency of the unstable mode
in Eq. (23). For the wave vector in Eq. (24), we estimate
tinst � 2σ/k2∗ � 7 × 10−6 s when T � 1 MeV. Here we
utilized the leading order result for the electrical conductivity
σ � 6T/e2 obtained in Ref. [77]. As one might expect, time
tinst is large compared to the time needed for the anomaly to
generate a nonzero μ5.

By noting that the chiral imbalance of the plasma feeds
the instability, we can estimate the total energy available for
the corresponding helical modes. In a region of size h, the
energy associated with the chiral charge imbalance is given
by �E � μ2

5T
2h3, where we took into account that μ5 � T .

Thus, by making use of the result for the gap size in Eq. (1)
and the chiral chemical potential in Eq. (13), we derive the
following estimate:

�E � 2.1 × 1025 erg

(
T

1 MeV

) (
R

10 km

)6/7

×
(

�

1 s−1

)−9/7 (
B

1014 G

)2/7

. (25)

As we see, there is a substantial amount of energy that goes
into the helical electromagnetic modes. If taken at face value,
this much energy certainly can affect observable features
of pulsars. However, one should accept the estimate with
great caution because only a fraction of the available energy
can probably go into electromagnetic radiation. To study the
problem in detail, one would need to perform carefully mag-
netohydrodynamic simulations, which are beyond the scope
of this paper.

6 Summary

In this paper, we studied the possibility of anomalous produc-
tion of chiral charge in the gap regions of magnetospheres of
pulsars and supermassive black holes. While naive estimates
may suggest that a substantial amount of chiral charge is pro-
duced, the actual values are strongly limited by the chiral flip
rate.

In the case of supermassive black holes, it results in a
very small chiral asymmetry, which is quantified by the esti-
mates of n5 and μ5 in Eqs. (9) and (11), respectively. To
a large degree, the smallness of the induced chiral charge
is explained by the relatively weak magnetic fields near the
black holes. We do not expect that such a little chiral asym-
metry can produce any observable effects.

The situation is qualitatively different in the case of pul-
sars and, especially, magnetars, which are characterized by
very strong surface magnetic fields. In the gap regions of their
magnetospheres, the anomalous chiral charge production is
significant. In the case of magnetars, in particular, the esti-
mated values of the chiral chemical potential can be of the
order of 10−5 MeV to 10−3 MeV, see Eq. (13). While this
does not seem to be large compared to the electron rest-mass
energy, it can have important implications for the physics of
magnetars.

We argue that the chiral charge produced in the gap regions
of a pulsar magnetosphere is sufficient to trigger spontaneous
generation and emission of helical electromagnetic modes in
a wide window of frequencies, limited from above by the
wave vector k� � αμ5. The corresponding range includes
radio and near-infrared waves.

Considering the nature of the chiral plasma instability, we
can speculate that the associated electromagnetic emission
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should be circularly polarized. Its handedness is set by the
sign of the chiral charge and, therefore, correlated with the
magnetic field direction. However, the situation may get more
complicated because the unstable modes in the gaps are likely
to be partially modified by the plasma dynamics in the bulk
of the magnetosphere before the electromagnetic radiation is
emitted into space.

In this exploratory study, we did not perform a detailed
analysis of the complicated plasma dynamics in the gap
regions. However, our qualitative considerations suggest that
anomalous chiral production can play an important role in the
evolution of plasma instabilities and the generation of radio
emission from pulsars. The latter may affect the physical pro-
cesses in the pulsar jets and modify observable features of
the fast radio bursts.

While our preliminary study indicates that the anomalous
chiral charge production can indeed modify the physics prop-
erties of the pulsar magnetospheres, a more detailed self-
consistent analysis of all stages of plasma dynamics in the
gaps should be performed in the future. Firstly, one should
perform a careful simulation of the chiral charge generation
during the electron-positron pair production in the gaps at
the initial stages of the evolution. Secondly, a quantitative
study of the magnetodynamics evolution of the chiral plasma
instability has to be done for the specific conditions in the
gap regions of the pulsar magnetospheres.

From the theoretical viewpoint, one of the limitations of
the current study is a rough estimate of the chiral flip rate 	m .
We used the result obtained in the limit of the vanishing mag-
netic field. As we argued in the main text, however, such an
approximation may overestimate the flip rate. Therefore, to
improve the predictions for the chiral charge density, induced
by the chiral anomaly in a strongly magnetized plasma, a rig-
orous study of the chiral flip rate at B �= 0 will be required.
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